
H2H3 RUN #409 – 13th April 2019 

LOCATION:  Lake close to Wat Huay Saam Phan Naam 

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/cUKCw9dQDDL2 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.618422, E 99.867509 (N 12 37.105, E 99 52.051) 

Hares:  Bush Whacker & Screwdriver 

Hash Snacks:  Hoover 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Hash Scribe: Legs Wide Open & Tinks 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 32 

Pre-Hash 

The day dawned bright and sunny as is the norm around this time of year, in readiness for the 

Songkran run.  

The site chosen by the Hares was very scenic, with a beautiful lake surrounded by hills in the 

background, which a few Hashers were quite sure was going to be part of the trail, I believe 

they were not disappointed0.  Once everyone had a chance to catch up the GM called the circle 

and the Hares gave the usual pre-trail preamble.  This was listened to intently by the Hashers 

and then they were off.  

Rainbow Balls, Slime and Lucky Me were late setting off, long after the pack had departed. 

The RUN!  

 

 



With the pack heading off to the 

right of the lake and the yellow 

flowering tree to find trail, 

Biermeister JT and Iceman Butt Out 

stayed behind injury to keep GM 

Legs Wide Open and Snacks Hoover 

company until return of the pack.  

The trail headed towards the hill 

through what was buy now very dry 

and dusty bush land to the gravel 

road.  Hear the trail took a right and 

headed in the direction of the Black 

Mountain Road before taking a left 

along a a familiar path along the base 

of the hills.  After having completed 

around 2.3 km Rainbow Balls was 

pleased to have caught up with the 

last known runner (Tinks) and sped 

off after the other runners.   

Shortly thereafter Screwdriver was 

spotted at a familiar junction on the 

trail to consider the physical 

condition of the hounds and to 

either encourage them on to 

complete the walkers trail or if 

looking fatigued show, them a short 

cut route to the left.  However, 

Screwdriver felt that Rear Ender 

was fit enough to complete the whole 

of the Walker’s trail but underestimated his ability to descend the rock slab.  Shortly after 

this point the Walker/Rambo split sent the walkers left and the Rambo’s right. 

The Rambo trail passed through bamboo and was heavily carpeted in dead leaves and branches 

making it hard to move at a fast rate.  Although Head Ballcock was heard to comment on Tinks 

ability to move over this terrain like a gazelle.  Tinks responded it was more due to knowing the 

area and the general direction rather than agility.  The Trail eventually came out at the top of 

what is known as the moonscape area and then headed back toward the setting sun along wide 

and dusty trails to the last check.  At this point Tinks caught up with FRB and the other fit 

runners to find them wandering around like headless chickens.  They had been looking in all 

directions but had failed to find trail other than to a false trail.  After a while Tinks headed 

west down a dirt road which he had been assured was paperless with VD close behind feeling 

confident that it was not trail.  However, Tinks continued keeping left and then found paper 

under a stone and the it was ON ON again.  Tinks was very pleased to know have moved from 

being a rear-ender Rambo to a FRB for once, However this was too much for VD so he 

accelerated to take the lead followed by the other runners although not always on trail through 

the trees back to the carpark by the lake.  Although this check was broken it would appear 



nobody laid paper in the correct direction, resulting in Lucky Me and Slime facing the same 

problems as the FRB’s earlier. 

Pre-Circle, Circle and Down Downs 

The opinion of the hashers on their return, the walk and run were both excellent.  Rainbow 

Balls made it back with the main group of Hashers but Slime and Lucky Me were back just as 

the circle was finishing, this did not stop them from getting a down down for being late starting 

and late coming back. 

Congrats. to Bushwacker and Screwdriver for a very good trail, which everyone enjoyed. 

The circle was called by the Grand Mattress Legs Wide Open, after everyone had enjoyed the 

superb snacks supplied by Hoover and the odd libation, very odd in some cases, had been 

imbibed by the assembled nutters Hashers. 

Hares – Bushwacker and Screwdriver 

Snacks – Hoover 

Ice – But Out 

Late arrivals – Rainbow Balls – Slime and Lucky Me 

FRB and Marianne(!) – Teapotting 

Head Ballcock – Hash Scribe for last H2H3 run 

Ballbanger – Information regarding next Cha Am Hash 

On After 

As the sun dipped beyond the horizon the circle was closed and Hashers made their way to the 

On On held at the Esan restaurant and a very good time was had by all who attended. 

On On 

Legs Wide Open & Tinks 

 


